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Summary 

 The hawks still have an upper hand in the discussions, but are no longer getting carte blanche. 

 A drop in energy prices has improved the (near-term) inflation outlook, but it’s also raising 

talk of potentially stronger growth and, hence, longer-term inflation risks. 

 A 50bp hike next week is well-telegraphed, but the ECB may want to give less guidance about 

its next move than it did in December.  

 This adds downside risks to money markets that are priced for a 50bp hike in March as well. 

 Quantitative tightening will take centre stage: although the speed is known, key details 

regarding the new (limited) reinvestments policy will have to be announced this month. 

Policy expectations 

 A 50bp rate hike is all but a given. We still expect the ECB can scale back to 25bp hikes from 

March, but the stronger outlook and wage pressures could delay this and pose upside risks.  

 Quantitative tightening will start in March, with €15bn/month in redemptions not being 

reinvested.  

 We would expect redemptions to be managed proportionally across asset classes, and 

according to the capital key. 

 Supranationals may get a favourable treatment within PSPP, as will green issuers within CSPP. 

The ECB’s hawks are still in a strong position, but they no longer have carte blanche with initial 

signs of easing inflation. The 50bp hike at next week’s meeting has been well-communicated, 

so focus will be on the path thereafter. This message will be more difficult, with Lagarde’s 

latest verbal intervention at odds with the ECB’s discontinuation of forward guidance, in favour 

of a meeting-by-meeting approach. Finally, we don’t expect the parameters of quantitative 

tightening to be very brow-raising, but supranational debt could get a favourable treatment. 

Outlook: Something for everyone 

The near-term outlook for headline inflation has improved significantly owing to lower energy 

costs. As a result, the slowdown in Eurozone activity will probably be smaller than we had 

anticipated. That, however, could slow convergence of inflation to target over the medium-

term.  

Recent economic developments offer something for both the doves and hawks. The good news is 

that the warm weather has left Europe in a much less dire situation than many –including us– had 

feared just a few months ago. Gas storages are fuller than anticipated and the refilling season will 

probably be less of a scramble. This has led to a substantial decline in energy prices and, together 
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with governments’ measures that shield households from sharp increases in utility bills, headline 

inflation rates are set to decline rapidly in the coming months.  

This decline in headline inflation will probably be welcomed by the ECB. Particularly the doves 

may argue that this decline favours a more gradual policy approach, as it reduces risks that 

consumers’ and businesses’ inflation expectations become unanchored. 

Figure 1: Something for the doves and the hawks  Figure 2: A smaller slowdown in activity is likely, 

but we’re not out of the woods yet 

 

 

 

 

Source: Macrobond 

 Note: projected average probability through 2023, based on 

13 recession risk indicators 

Source: Rabobank 

Wages remain a key risk 

Yet, at the same time the ECB will remain very guarded against upside inflation risks; particularly 

the risk that after an initially rapid drop from last year’s peak, inflation will take longer to converge 

fully to the 2% target. After all, with energy costs taking less of a bite out of disposable incomes, 

demand and activity will probably slow less than anticipated previously. And, at the same time, 

China’s reopening may help boost Europe’s external demand.  

This may keep the pressure on Europe’s labour market, which was already relatively tight to begin 

with. The unemployment rate is at a historical low despite employment already having recovered 

to pre-Covid levels. Admittedly, hours worked per employee are still lagging, but that leaves only 

limited room for a further increase in labour supply.  

Perceived labour shortages remain largely country and sector-specific, and the situation is 

improving slowly. Still, tightness creates a positive backdrop for wage gains in the coming year or 

two as labour seeks to recoup some of its lost real spending power. Inflation continues to outstrip 

these expected pay gains, so we would not call this a wage-price spiral in which wages will put 

further upward pressure on inflation. Nevertheless, these higher wage demands may slow the 

process of disinflation. This is particularly noticeable in the prices of services, for which wages are 

a bigger cost element than in manufacturing. 

So while the doves will point out that headline inflation is starting to recede, the hawks will point 

at these underlying price trends. They may argue that if a slowdown in activity doesn’t create 

labour market slack, the ECB will have to. 

Policy rates: No more carte blanche 

A 50bp hike this month is a done deal. Moreover, markets are almost fully pricing a 50bp move 

in March. However, amidst an uncertain outlook, the ECB may soon prefer another switch to a 

slower-but-potentially-longer hiking cycle. Conveying that to markets could be a challenge, 

though. 
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In December, the Council concluded that slowing down to 50bp increments would allow the ECB 

to tighten policy over a longer period. After all, with inflation probably remaining elevated 

through this year and possibly next, the ECB wants to continue to show it is doing something 

against inflation.  

Arguably, that reasoning can be extended to the March meeting as well, where a return to 25bp 

hikes would allow the central bank to continue its hiking cycle further into 2023 with lower risk of 

overshooting. In fact, with headline inflation starting to ease, the doves will probably put forward 

that there is an even stronger case for slower-for-longer next month. Bloomberg recently 

reported that the ECB is pondering a slowdown in March, when the Governing Council will also 

have new staff projections at its disposal. 

If the ECB wants to keep this option open, Lagarde cannot be as adamant about additional 50bp 

hikes as she was at the previous meeting. Recall that the ECB reduced its reliance on forward 

guidance throughout last year, in favour of a meeting-by-meeting, data-driven approach. Yet, in 

December, unhappy about the markets’ pricing of a sub-3% terminal rate, Lagarde stated that the 

Council “should expect to raise interest rates at a 50bp pace for a period of time”, adding that this 

predicates another 50bp hike in February, and possibly thereafter.  

However, this is where the Governing Council’s on-again, off-again relationship with forward 

guidance may come back to bite them: if she eases her stance, journalists will surely raise this 

point and question the ECB’s resolve. This adds some downside risks to the OIS curve, which is 

currently pricing in about an 85% chance of another 50bp hike in March. 

The ECB may be more concerned about the markets’ pricing of the terminal rate. Lagarde’s verbal 

intervention was very effective in moving market expectations higher, with the expected terminal 

rate rising from around 2.8% prior to the meeting to 3.25-3.50% since. Yet, this also makes that 

terminal rate prone to a retracement if the ECB waters down its guidance again.  

Figure 3: December’s ‘Non-forward guidance’ 

was quite successful 

 Figure 4: €STR step curve prices no rate cuts 

before 2024 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank  Source: Bloomberg 

Not only did the ECB successfully raise the expected terminal rate, they may also consider 

themselves relatively lucky with the market’s perception that the ECB will keep its policy rate at 

this peak for some time. The Fed, for example, has been at pains to push back against market 

expectations of a pivot to rate cuts by H2. EUR money markets don’t price any rate cuts until 

early-2024, although we would argue that that is probably still a bit early considering the inflation 

outlook. That said, markets may be more concerned that the faster and the higher the ECB hikes 

rates, the sooner it risks breaking something – be it the economy or renewed fragmentation risk. 

So too hawkish a message could soon become counterproductive, as it could bring forward 

expectations of subsequent cuts. 
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Quantitative tightening: rules of the game 

The ECB has already announced that quantitative tightening will start at a pace of €15 billion 

per month, and that this will not involve active sales. We don’t expect the ECB to favour any of 

the APP programmes or any of the sovereign issuers when it comes to redemptions. That said, 

within the PSPP, supranationals could get a favourable treatment and the CSPP reinvestments 

will probably reflect the ECB’s green shift. 

Temporal flexibility? 

First of all, the December announcement suggests that there could be some flexibility in the pace 

of quantitative tightening: “The decline will amount to €15 billion per month on average until the 

end of the second quarter of 2023” (emphasis ours). The use of ‘average’ suggests that the ECB will 

not use a fixed ‘cap’ on its monthly redemptions, i.e., simply reinvesting everything that exceeds 

the monthly redemption limit. Instead, it hints at a potential balancing of portfolio outflows 

through time, potentially to allow months with bigger redemption volumes to compensate for 

those months in which relatively few bonds mature. 

On its own, such temporal flexibility shouldn’t be a market-mover. However, it adds to the 

uncertainty about the ECB’s reinvestment principles going forward: it could offer the ECB extra 

flexibility to favour redemptions of certain assets as it shrinks its balance sheet over time.  

Secondly, it could become more relevant if the 

ECB decides to accelerate quantitative 

tightening from this summer – which we still 

believe is likely. If the target pace is applied as 

a strict monthly cap, incrementing that cap 

becomes less effective sooner, as more 

monthly redemptions fall below the threshold. 

Conversely, if the ECB treats the target pace as 

an average, a shortfall in redemptions in 

specific months could be compensated by 

fewer reinvestments in months with 

redemption flows that exceed the target pace.  

Our simulations of the ECB’s portfolio holdings 

suggest that even at the current €15 billion pace, the ECB’s balance sheet could shrink by €12 

billion less each year than targeted if the ECB does not apply any form of averaging over time. 

That effect will increase quickly; we estimate this shortfall in redemptions to rise to a little less 

than €40 billion annually if the ECB were to accelerate quantitative tightening to a target pace of 

€20 billion per month.   

Equally across asset classes 

Starting with the distribution across asset classes, we don’t expect the ECB to prioritize any of its 

APP programmes. From a monetary policy perspective, an argument could be made to skew 

redemptions towards the private sector programmes, i.e., reinvest primarily maturing public sector 

securities: this would further tighten financial conditions for corporates. But from a market 

functioning and stability perspective, the ECB will be mindful that it doesn’t withdraw from any 

market too quickly.  

Besides, looking at the implementation of potential quantitative easing in the future, the ECB may 

not want to delay reducing its sovereign bond portfolio. Since its holdings are close to the issuer 

limit for several countries, particularly the hawks may be keen to reduce those holdings in order 

Figure 5: Cap or average? 

 

Source: Rabobank 
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to avoid having to bend the rules again in the future (recall the PEPP being exempted from the 

issuer limit, for example). 

APP: favouring supranationals? 

Considering that the APP has always been guided by the capital key, we don’t think that PSPP 

redemptions will be any different. Although there may be some fluctuations owing to the timing 

of redemption flows, we expect the ECB to broadly adhere to the capital key as it reduces its 

sovereign bond holdings.  

That said, supranational debt may be the 

exception. The Governing Council has to 

account for the high likelihood that the ECB’s 

portfolio will not reach zero. In other words, 

the Council has to factor in that the ECB will 

probably continue to hold some assets. We 

believe supranational debt would be the least 

contentious asset class for the ECB to keep on 

its balance sheet, not in the least part because 

the central bank has always argued that 

purchasing sovereign debt does not conflict 

with the prohibition on monetary financing 

since the purchases would only be temporary. 

Plus, most of the supranational debt has been purchased by the ECB on a risk-shared basis, 

whereas most of the sovereign bonds have been bought by the respective national central banks 

and for their own accounts. This risk-shared basis may make supranational bonds more suitable to 

become part of a longer-term monetary policy portfolio.  

The ECB could therefore opt to put supranational debt at the top of the reinvestment pecking 

order, i.e., not reinvesting these bonds only if there is a shortfall towards the €15 billion monthly 

reduction in the monetary policy portfolio. In fact, given the abovementioned hint at temporal 

flexibility, we could even imagine the ECB outright exempting these holdings from quantitative 

tightening. 

CSPP: Going green 

Back in July the ECB announced it intends to decarbonise its corporate bond holdings, and that it 

would do so by tilting reinvestments towards issuers with better climate performance. With 

limited reinvestment flows as of March, that policy could become more apparent as the ECB has 

to become more selective in its replacement purchases. Lagarde has alluded to such a strategy at 

the previous policy meeting: “there will be many more details, including [...] the greening and green 

tilting.”  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Could supranationals be exempted? 
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